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Micro-Raman spectroscopy has in
recent years emerged as the lead-
ing technique for the study of all

kinds of artifacts, from ancient pots to fake
maps and even Iron Age jewelry. The tech-
nique’s power lies in its ability to unam-
biguously pinpoint the specific chemical
identities of microscopic particles in situ.
Raman microscopy (as it is also called) can
also penetrate transparent coverings over
particles of interest, and so reveal the inner
depths of glazed portraits, for instance.
But even the seemingly unambiguous is
not without controversy.

Ancient Chemical Secrets
Simple inorganic pigments fascinated even
our earliest ancestors with their colorful
earth tones, the ochres, the umbers.
Evidence of mineral pigments used in funer-
al preparations has been dated in human
remains some 60,000 years old. Polychrome
cave art from 20,000 years ago also reveals
our ancestors’ attraction to the inorganic.
These pigments were often unearthed in
prehistory from surface deposits of clay
and rock and have displayed extraordinary
permanence in ancient artifacts.

These inorganic pigments adorned our
ancestors’ skin and the walls of caves; we
now know that they are composed of metal
oxides, oxide hydroxides, sulfides, sulfates,
silicates, and carbonates. Iron compounds
usually produced the red earths, the ruddy
colors, the oranges; high-silica and hydrat-
ed iron compounds provided the yellows;
and hydrous iron, magnesium, and aluminum
potassium silicates gave us the greens. One
color was usually missing—blue.

True blue flowers and plants are rare,
and organic dyes generally did not last;
although the Mayans stabilized indigo, the
blue jeans dye, by intercalating it into clays
to make Maya Blue. Chemist Heinz Berke
of the University of Zurich, however,
believes it was probably the rarity of blue
pigments that gave them such a high mate-
rial value in antiquity. Indeed, once

unearthed, the mineral lapis lazuli was
given the status of a gemstone. 

Lapis lazuli was too rare even for every-
day regal Egyptians, but their more inven-
tive compatriots filled the technological
gap to complete the color palette. Archae-
ological evidence shows that the ancient

Egyptian civilization was manufacturing
a blue pigment more than 5200 years
ago. “For example, traces of a calcium–
copper silicate called Egyptian Blue have
been found on a plate for supporting an
olive-oil container from about 3600 BC,”
explains Berke. The presence of the blue
pigment is thought to have certified the
oil’s quality. Indeed, many Egyptian arti-
facts, from the famous crown of Queen
Nefertiti to her husband Akhenaten’s Talatat
Stones are adorned with Egyptian Blue. 

This very stable synthetic pigment has
turned up on wall paintings in Egypt,
Mesopotamia, Persia, and most recently,
Rome. Its chemical composition seems to
have changed little since ancient times,
with some specimens over 3000 years old
looking perhaps as they did when they
were first created. Chemically, Egyptian
Blue is identical to the extremely rare
mineral cuprorivaite (CaCuSi4O10), but this

is not found in the vicinity of the settling
areas of antiquity, and therefore, ancient
cultures could not have known of the exis-
tence of this mineral.

Enter Raman
Berke and colleagues recently used micro-
Raman spectroscopy to verify whether a
blue pigment used by the Chinese hundreds
of years ago was entirely original. Their
findings suggest that the Chinese cleverly
adapted the fabled and far more ancient
Egyptian Blue pigment for their own purpos-
es. Conventional Raman spectroscopy
involves irradiating a sample with laser light
(usually visible or near-infrared) and analyz-
ing the inelastically scattered light. Berke’s
group uses a video-controlled microscope
to scan the surface of a sample with a milli-
watt laser capable of illuminating only a
few square micrometers. “This is of enor-
mous advantage for archaeometric studies,”
says Berke, explaining that the beam size
is smaller than many of the different parti-
cles in the sample, allowing them to
examine individual particles. He and his
colleagues recently took such a close micro-
scopic view of ancient pigments.

Long after the Egyptians had given up
pyramid-building and crowning pharaohs
with blue, the up-and-coming Chinese
dynasties were also faced with a shortage
of fine blue pigments. “Blue pigments also
played an important role in China’s histor-
ical development,” explains Berke. “Howev-
er, there was no mineral blue for universal
use in ancient China, as azurite is rather
unstable.” The Chinese, it seems, turned a
clever trick in color chemistry to create two
apparently novel synthetic blue pigments:
Chinese Blue and the related Chinese Purple.

Chinese Blue and Chinese Purple, also
called Han Blue and Han Purple, were
known to be homologous to Egyptian Blue.
Egyptian Blue carries calcium ions, but the
element barium is found in the Chinese
pigments (BaCuSi4O10 and BaCuSi2O6).
Chinese Blue and Purple were commonly
formed into paint rods, and were famous-
ly used to paint the Terracotta Army of
northern China, and to make stained glass.
Berke points out that other samples from
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Reveals “True Blue” 

Chemical detectives shine a light on the
pigmented past.



China incorporating these pigments date
back to about 500 BCE.

Synthesizing these blue pigments was
a tough task, Berke says. Egyptian Blue
had to be baked in an oven at 800–900 °C,
while Chinese Blue and Purple needed a
scorching at around 1000 °C. The biggest
problem for the Chinese was that only
certain very rare barium minerals satis-
factorily produced the blue barium copper
silicate. According to Berke, however, they
came up with a brilliant trick—they used
barite, an unsuitable, but readily available,
mineral and added lead salts to the start-
ing mixture. The lead salts catalyzed the
conversion of barite to a barium compound
that when baked at high temperature gave
the glorious Chinese Blue or Purple.

Berke’s micro-Raman analysis estab-
lishes that the Chinese based their Blue
on the Egyptian version. Berke believes
“technology transfer” took place along the
Silk Road from the Middle East to Mandalay,
with ancient Egyptian ornaments (and
perhaps traders and artisans as well) reveal-
ing the secrets of their blue pigments to
Han dynasty artisans.

Nordic Legends
If micro-Raman can help solve truly ancient
mysteries, then it might also be applied
to somewhat more recent controversies,
such as the origins of the Vinland Map, the
alleged first map of North America.

Archaeological evidence shows that the
Vikings reached North America circa 1000
CE. But attempts to authenticate an archa-
ic map of an area thought to be in New-
foundland, Canada, known as Vinland, have
led to serious arguments among historians
since the map’s discovery in 1957. It was
dated to 1440 CE, half a century before
Columbus, and is thought to show the explo-
rations of intrepid Norse travelers of the time.

The late chemist Walter McCrone Jr.
discovered in the 1970s that the pigments
on the Vinland Map contained anatase, a
fairly rare form of titanium dioxide.
McCrone’s critical argument rested on his
observation that the anatase particles he
found are all about 0.15 µm in diameter.
As Robin Clark of University College in
London points out, “You don’t get a narrow
particle size distribution around one partic-
ular value if you just take a mineral and

grind it, you get a uniform range of sizes;
the anatase McCrone found must have been
synthetic.” Thomas Cahill of the Universi-
ty of California–Davis later found anatase
all over the surface of the map but at a
very low concentration of 0.006%.

Now, Clark and his team have used
Raman microprobe spectroscopy to show
that anatase is present in the yellow
parts of the lines drawn on the map. At
first sight, the yellow appears to be pigment
that has aged over the centuries. Clark
suggests that the presence of anatase only
in the yellowed ink lines and nowhere else
on the parchment of the Vinland Map
implies that anatase is part of the yellow
lines and not part of what others would
suggest are original medieval inks. They
detected anatase, but Clark explains that
they cannot see it all over the surface, only
on the lines, and they wouldn’t see it at
all with their technique if it were present
only at Cahill’s concentrations.

At a time when manuscripts were drawn
by hand, the inks used were based either
on carbon or iron gallotannate (iron
gall). Iron gall inks gradually turn yellow
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as they age. Genuinely ancient docu-
ments testify to this. A clever forger might
try to simulate this yellowing to make a
map look truly old. Clark’s Raman spec-
tra, however, showed that the black ink is
purely a carbon-based pigment. No signals
for iron compounds were present. So, there
should be no yellowing. Clark concludes
that someone must have deliberately added
the yellowing to the parchment.

Douglas Donahue of the University of
Arizona (Tucson), who radiocarbon-dated
the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1995, has now carbon-
dated the Vinland parchment to the 15th
century, but Clark suggests that it would be
a fairly easy task for a forger to obtain a suit-
able piece of blank parchment from this era
because many ancient volumes contain blank
“slip” sheets. “The Vinland Map is arguably
one of the most important maps in the world,”
says Clark. At present, the consensus is that
the paper is genuinely old, but the map
drawn on it is almost certainly a forgery.

Through a Glass Darkly
Robert Withnall and colleagues at the
University of Greenwich in London have

used Raman microscopy to analyze opaque
glass studs and beads, including red Assyr-
ian glass (9th–8th centuries BCE), an
opaque red Iron Age glass stud (1st centu-
ry BCE), and three opaque yellow Anglo-
Saxon glass beads (6th century CE). People
have known for millennia that adding a
little lead, tin, antimony, or transition metal
to molten glass will add a blaze of color
to an otherwise insipid bauble. According
to Withnall, there was an explosion in
the use of glass in the eastern Mediter-
ranean and Near East after about 1500 BCE. 

Withnall and his colleagues have now
used in situ Raman microscopy to reveal
that the red coloring in both a delicate
sample of Assyrian glass and an Iron Age
glass stud is cuprite, and that the yellow
of an Anglo-Saxon glass bead is lead tin
yellow type II. A green, weathered region
of an Assyrian glass consisted of a complex
mixture of copper carbonate, lead carbon-
ate, gypsum, and calcite. Such findings
provide important clues for archaeolo-
gists about the glass-making process at
these times and how it evolved as tech-
nological understanding improved. Reve-

lations about the oxidation states of the
metal colorants say much about the impor-
tance of maintaining the molten glass in
chemically reducing conditions while the
metals are added.

Micro-Raman spectroscopy could settle
many arguments because of its ability to
determine the minutest details in pigments,
colored glass, and other ancient artifacts.
Once again, chemistry sheds light on art
and history.
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